Introduction
The emergence of pathogenic bacteria resistant to many or all current antibiotics is a major public health concern and one of particular importance in clinical settings. The World Economic Forum recently identified antibiotic resistance as one of the greatest threats to human health in its Global Risks 2013 report. [1] The Center for Disease Control and Prevention released a summary of antibiotic resistance threats in the United States in 2013, outlining the "potentially catastrophic consequences of inaction." [2] Natural selection, assisted by global misuse of existing antibiotics, and the slowing pace of discovery of new antibiotics conspire to place society at or near a crisis point. The innovation deficit is in large measure due to the fact that many major pharmaceutical companies have abandoned antibacterial research and development, a trend which has created or at the very least contributed to the steep decline in the number of new antibacterials launched in the last 30 years (Figure 1) . [3] Meanwhile, resistance rates around the world are rising, [4] new resistance mechanisms are emerging, [5] and infections caused by multidrug-resistant Gram-negative bacteria are becoming particularly difficult to treat. The problem is exacerbated by the ease of international travel and increasing global population densities. Our current arsenal of antibiotics is steadily losing its efficacy and there is little sign that it will be adequately replenished in the near future. [3, 6] The development of bacterial resistance is an inevitable consequence of evolution, and without continued replenishment of our arsenal of antibacterial agents, humanity runs the risk of returning to a pre-antibiotic era.
In this Review we examine the 100-year history of antibiotics discovery and development from its dawning with the synthesis of the first arsenical agent to those few antibiotic candidates that are currently in late-stage clinical evaluation, [6] highlighting the essential and evolving role of chemical synthesis throughout. Our objectives are to recognize select key contributions of the thousands of scientists who have provided the modern antibacterial pharmacopeia and to make the point that the clearest path forward to discover future generations of life-saving medicines will involve chemical synthesis as its core activity.
More specifically, we suggest that the development of practical, diversifiable, fully synthetic routes to antibiotic natural product scaffolds that are not yet accessible in this way presents the greatest opportunity for rapid discovery and development of new antibiotics in the near term (5-20 years) . By this analysis, many of the natural product classes that emerged during and defined the golden era of antibiotics discovery (ca. 1940-1960) represent underutilized resources. As we argue in this Review, the development of practical, fully synthetic routes to antibacterial molecules is a tried-andtested strategy whose perceived constraints (molecular size and complexity, scalability) need to be reevaluated in light of
The discovery and implementation of antibiotics in the early twentieth century transformed human health and wellbeing. Chemical synthesis enabled the development of the first antibacterial substances, organoarsenicals and sulfa drugs, but these were soon outshone by a host of more powerful and vastly more complex antibiotics from nature: penicillin, streptomycin, tetracycline, and erythromycin, among others. These primary defences are now significantly less effective as an unavoidable consequence of rapid evolution of resistance within pathogenic bacteria, made worse by widespread misuse of antibiotics. For decades medicinal chemists replenished the arsenal of antibiotics by semisynthetic and to a lesser degree fully synthetic routes, but economic factors have led to a subsidence of this effort, which places society on the precipice of a disaster. We believe that the strategic application of modern chemical synthesis to antibacterial drug discovery must play a critical role if a crisis of global proportions is to be averted.
From the Contents advances in modern chemical synthesis, both strategic and methodological. We believe that ambitious, translational chemical synthesis must be a core activity of antibiotics research moving forward, as it has been since the inception of the field.
Scope and Focus of this Review
The vast literature of antibiotics includes several fine review articles, [7] many of them published in this journal. [8] For clear and comprehensive accounts of all aspects of this fieldincluding resistance, mechanisms of action, microbial screening for antibiotic natural products, antibiotic biosynthesis, and drug development-we direct readers to two excellent texts, one authored by Christopher Walsh [9] and the other edited by Thomas Dougherty and Michael Pucci. [10] A detailed understanding of the molecular basis for antibiotic activity and resistance is critical to the success of any drug development program, but these factors are not the focus of this Review. With the exception of an overview of rifampicin, the complex, extraordinarily challenging, and important problem of developing drugs to treat tuberculosis is also not covered here. While others have previously articulated the importance of chemical synthesis in antibiotics drug discovery, [7f, 8c,d] our focal point is the development of platform technologies to access natural product scaffolds (broadly defined) by convergent, component-based, fully synthetic routes. Our intention is to illuminate the evolving role chemical synthesis has played in the discovery and development of new antibacterial agents so as to make clear its potential to contribute to the alleviation of the current innovation deficit. In the final section of this Review, we identify specific opportunities for chemical innovation to fuel future antibiotic drug development. Lastly, we hasten to note that while our expertise and emphasis is chemistry-centered, we recognize that the field of antibiotic discovery would not exist nor could it advance without the essential contributions of individuals from many disciplines: isolation scientists, microbiologists, crystallographers, clinicians, geneticists, toxicologists, and formulations experts, among others.
Nomenclature of this Review
All antibiotics used in human therapy since the dawn of the antibiotics era in the early 1900s can be divided into three distinct categories according to how they were ultimately manufactured on large scale. These categorizations follow.
Natural products: compounds manufactured directly by large-scale fermentation of bacteria or fungi.
Semisynthetic antibacterials: compounds manufactured by chemical synthesis using as starting material a natural product.
Fully synthetic antibacterials: compounds that are manufactured by fully synthetic routes.
Throughout this article we have attempted to adopt the green, blue, and red color-coding, respectively, in Figures and Schemes to clarify the means of manufacture of the antibiotics presented. While new categories may yet emerge, such as antibiotics produced by metabolic engineering, here we focus on processes that have already yielded clinical agents.
Chemical Synthesis Ushers in the Golden Age of Antibiotics Discovery

Discovery and Development of the First Antibiotics
The first effective treatment for a bacterial infection arose from a convergence of disparate advances, including an early chemical synthesis of aniline, Paul Ehrlichs "magic bullet" hypothesis, and the development of the first treatments for African sleeping sickness. In 1854 the French chemist Antoine BØchamp achieved the first economical synthesis of aniline by reduction of nitrobenzene with iron in the presence of hydrochloric acid, a discovery that catalyzed the growth of the synthetic dye industry. [11] Subsequent efforts to prepare aniline derivatives led BØchamp to synthesize a compound known as atoxyl in 1859 by the reaction of aniline with arsenic acid. The chemical structure of atoxyl proposed by BØchamp was later revised (see Scheme 1) .
In the latter part of the 19th century, Paul Ehrlich began his prodigious search for a "magic bullet," a molecule that could combat disease-causing organisms. [12] Ehrlich was broadly interested in fully synthetic dyes, their apparent selective affinities for living tissues, and their therapeutic potential. He hypothesized that the affinity of specific cell types for dye molecules could be harnessed to selectively destroy microorganisms in the body without damaging human cells. An early breakthrough came in 1891 when Ehrlich and Paul Guttmann reported that two patients suffering from malaria had been successfully treated with the fully synthetic thiazine dye methylene blue, [13] possibly the first example of a fully synthetic drug being used in human medicine. Ehrlich was also actively involved in the development of synthetic dye therapeutics for African sleeping sickness, which ravaged equatorial Africa around the turn of the 19th century in an epidemic that claimed between 300 000 and 500 000 lives. [14] His interest was piqued by a paper by H. W. Thomas in 1905 demonstrating that BØchamps atoxyl exhibited activity against trypanosomes, including the causative organism of sleeping sickness. [15] Working under Ehrlichs direction, Alfred Bertheim determined in 1907 that the chemical structure of atoxyl had been incorrectly assigned: atoxyl was p-aminophenyl arsenic acid (containing both amine and arsenic acid functional groups, see Figure 2 ), not an arsenic acid anilide (a less easily derivatized structural isomer containing a nitrogenarsenic bond), as had been suggested by BØchamp. [16] This was a momentous discovery, as noted later by Bertheim: "Probably for the first time, a biologically effective substance existed whose structure was not only known precisely but also was of a simple composition and extraordinary reactivity, which permitted a wide variety of modifications." According to Ehrlich, atoxyl "enabled chemotherapy to distance itself from purely empirical trial and error testing and to introduce chemical synthesis." [17] Bertheim, Ehrlich and co-workers proceeded to synthesize hundreds of structurally related organoarsenic compounds based on atoxyl and test them for activity against trypanosomes. Following a suggestion by Erich Hoffmann, these organoarsenic compounds were also tested against the microorganism found in 1905 by Hoffmann and Schaudinn to be the causal agent of syphilis. [18] This work culminated in the discovery of salvarsan (Figure 2) , [19] the first effective treatment for syphilis and the first antibacterial drug. Salvarsan was also known as "Compound 606," enumerating its place in the sequence of approximately 2000 fully synthetic molecules evaluated during Ehrlichs investigations, and it rapidly became the most widely prescribed drug in the world. By 1920, 2 million doses of salvarsan and neosalvarsan ("Compound 914," a more water-soluble derivative of salvarsan) were being produced annually in the U.S. alone. [20] Salvarsan was very difficult to administer and had terrible side effects (including deafness), and chemotherapy remained a highly controversial idea. [21] In the early 1900s Heinrich Hçrlein, director of pharmaceutical research at the German chemical conglomerate I.G. Farben, initiated a major effort to find chemotherapeutics for bacterial infections. [22] Hçrlein and chemist collaborators had previously discovered that addition of sulfonamide substituents to synthetic dyes often strengthened their binding to wool and silk fibers. They reasoned that the search for a chemotherapeutic agent could build upon this insight from dye chemistry, in that a structural modification that enhanced a molecules affinity for fibers could also increase its affinity for the protoplasm of bacteria.
testing. Several factors led them to investigate azo dyes: numerous azo compounds with promising activity against trypanosomes had been discovered during earlier efforts to find therapeutics for sleeping sickness; [14] the azo dye chrysoidine had been found to exhibit in vitro bactericidal effects in 1913; [23] I.G. Farben dominated the global market for synthetic dyes, so the expertise and facilities required to prepare azo dyes were available in-house; and azo compounds of wide structural variability were chemically accessible (a key reason this compound class was appealing). [22] By 1932, Mietzsch and Klarer had synthesized more than 300 azo compounds, including a series containing sulfonamide substituents, and provided these for testing to Gerhard Domagk and others who had developed a suite of in vitro and in vivo biological assays to determine utility against streptococcal infections (among others). [22] Domagk discovered that the red dye prontosil produced incredible curative effects in mice previously injected with lethal doses of streptococci. In the years that followed prontosil saved the lives of a 10-month-old baby suffering from staphylococcal septicemia and, famously, Domagks own 6-year-old daughter. In 1935, the same year as the commercial launch of prontosil, it was revealed by researchers at the Pasteur Institute in Paris that the active principle of the first "sulfa drug" was the simpler substance known as sulfanilamide ( Figure 2 , Scheme 1), a compound very easily prepared in the laboratory even by the relatively primitive methods of the day. This work demonstrated that neither the azo functional group nor the dye character of prontosil were responsible for its therapeutic effect. During the ensuing decade chemists synthesized more than 5000 structural variants of sulfanilamide, and a number of them were launched as drugs. [23] One of these, sulfapyridine (known familiarly as "M&B" after the British manufacturer May & Baker), was used to treat Winston Churchill during a bout of pneumonia in the winter of 1943. [24] Some sulfa drugs such as sulfamethoxazole are still used today, but problematic side effects and the spread of resistance drove many antibacterials from this class out of favor. [25] It is noteworthy that in the history of human medicine the first two antibiotics classes of clinical utility were not natural product-based, but were fully synthetic substances that arose from extensive chemical synthesis and serendipity.
World War II Catalyzes Production of Penicillin by
Fermentation, but not Chemical Synthesis [23] One of the key scientific breakthroughs of the 20 th century occurred when Alexander Fleming discovered in 1928 that a substance produced by the fungus Penicillium chrysogenum (formerly known as Penicillium notatum) exhibited antibacterial activity. [26] Although this finding was made prior to the key achievements of Domagk and collaborators, the fully synthetic sulfa drugs found widespread clinical use many years before penicillin became available for the treatment of bacterial infections. Nearly a decade passed following Flemings famous discovery before Howard Florey and Ernst Chain received a grant from the Rockefeller Foundation to isolate penicillin and investigate its biological properties. In 1940, the Oxford team member Norman Heatley demonstrated that treatment with crude penicillin significantly extended the lives of mice previously injected with a lethal strain of Streptococcus. [27] The landmark 1940 report in The Lancet begins as follows: "In recent years interest in chemotherapeutic effects has been almost exclusively focused on the sulphonamides and their derivatives. There are, however, other possibilities, notably those connected with naturally occurring substances." In February 1941, multiple doses of partiallypurified penicillin broth were administered to an Oxford policeman suffering from a staphylococcal infection. [28] The policemans condition improved dramatically following treatment with penicillin, but after five days the limited supply had been exhausted and the policeman succumbed to the resurgent infection. Florey and Chain needed much larger quantities.
By 1941, British industry was engrossed in the war effort and lacked the resources to tackle a large-scale experimental project. Using his Rockefeller connections, Florey crossed the Atlantic and petitioned American pharmaceutical companies to consider mass-production of their therapeutic compound by fermentation. His timing was propitious. In June 1941, President Roosevelt established the Office of Scientific Research and Development (OSRD), a federal agency responsible for coordinating scientific and medical research relating to national defense. The Allies urgently needed to find new treatments for the vast number of troops with disease and wound infections. Sulfa drugs were a hugely important medical breakthrough but also had significant limitations-their spectrum of activity was narrow, and some bacteria acquired resistance rapidly. Furthermore, production of these antibiotics was concentrated in Nazi Germany. The Committee on Medical Research of OSRD initiated a massive project to produce penicillin: one arm of the project aimed to maximize production of penicillin by fermentation, while the other sought to develop a fully synthetic route.
This unprecedented convergence of governments, pharmaceutical companies and academic scientists sparked rapid scientific innovation. Regulatory barriers were knocked down-even impure penicillin had curative effects-and intellectual property concerns were temporarily cast aside. [29] Pfizer scientists James Currie and Jasper Cane achieved a landmark advance by the implementation of deep-tank fermentation techniques for penicillin production, dramatically increasing the production of this life-saving drug. [30] Meanwhile, the synthesis effort involving more than 1000 chemists and 39 major laboratories failed to produce a viable chemical synthesis of penicillin and was terminated in 1945. [23] Disagreement over the true chemical structure of penicillin meant that different groups were trying to synthesize different molecules. Ironically, a team of chemists led by Vincent du Vigneaud did manage to synthesize a minute quantity of penicillin G in spite of the fact that they were targeting a structure that later proved to be incorrect. [31] All efforts to synthesize what turned out to be the correct structure of penicillin, containing a so-called b-lactam or 4-membered cyclic amide function, failed due to the dual challenges of strain and sensitivity posed by the critical blactam ring. [32] This "diabolical concatenation of reactive groups" [33] at the core of the penicillin molecule remained essentially inaccessible after perhaps the largest coordinated project (albeit a fairly short-lived one) in the history of organic synthesis.
A Glimmer of Hope for a Practical, Fully Synthetic Pathway to Penicillins
The failure of the penicillin synthesis project during WWII led Ernst Chain to declare in 1946 that the molecule would remain inaccessible by fully synthetic means "unless someone invents an entirely new technique unknown to chemistry." [34] Shortly thereafter, despite a precipitous drop in research efforts (and research funding) directed toward the development of a fully synthetic route to penicillins, John Sheehan began making progress toward his landmark laboratory synthesis of penicillin V. His research in this area was made possible by the long-term support of the Bristol company. In 1950, Sheehan reported the total synthesis of a penicillin derivative bearing a novel 5-phenyl substituent. [35] Although this non-natural, fully synthetic analog was inactive, the work marked an important step forward. As suggested by Chain, a fully synthetic route to penicillins only became accessible following a transformative chemical innovation. Sheehan brought forward this innovation by inventing an extremely mild method for formation of amide bonds using carbodiimide reagents. [36] This transformation became the key step in the first fully synthetic route to a natural penicillin (penicillin V), published in 1957 by Sheehan and HeneryLogan (Scheme 2). [37] In March 1958, Sheehan reported at a symposium that his group had prepared a compound known as 6-aminopenicillanic acid (6-APA) by both fully synthetic and semisynthetic routes, the first public disclosure of a compound that would prove to be critically important to the future discovery of dozens of new b-lactam antibiotics, all with modifications of the C6 sidechain. [38] The following year, scientists at Beecham Research Laboratories in the U.K. reported the isolation of 6-APA from penicillin fermentation broths (having submitted a patent application in 1957), [39] and soon thereafter this intermediate, now produced by fermentation, became the dominant precursor for production of semisynthetic penicillins. Due to the number of steps involved and the low overall yield Sheehans fully synthetic route to penicillin was not competitive with manufacture by fermentation-semisynthesis, but his pioneering synthetic efforts had led to the discovery of 6-APA and thereby the preparation by semisynthesis of structural analogs that could not have been prepared by other means.
kinetics, safety, oral bioavailability, and efficacy only came into play in the 1940s when medicinal chemists began to modify fermentation products with the objective of obtaining safer, more efficacious (and proprietary) antibiotics, a process we refer to as "human chemical evolution." A primary method by which humans have discovered and developed new antibacterial therapies for more than 60 years has been semisynthesis: chemical synthesis using natural products as starting points.
Origins of Antibacterial Semisynthesis
Semisynthesis came to the forefront of antibacterial discovery efforts following innovative chemical alterations of naturally occurring aminoglycosides and tetracyclines. The first aminoglycoside antibiotic was discovered in 1943, when Albert Schatz, a graduate student working with Selman Waksman, isolated streptomycin from the soil microbe Streptomyces griseus. Just as they had done with penicillin a few years previously, pharmaceutical chemists immediately began to probe the structure and properties of streptomycin. In 1946, Robert Peck, Charles Hoffhine, and Karl Folkers at Merck [40] and Quentin Bartz, John Controulis, Harry Crooks, and Mildred Rebstock at Park, Davis & Co. [41] separately discovered that catalytic hydrogenation of streptomycin produced a new compound, dihydrostreptomycin, which exhibited similar antibacterial properties but greater chemical stability (Scheme 3). In 1950, U.S. pharmaceutical firms produced almost 100 tons of streptomycin and dihydrostreptomycin combined, as both antibiotics rapidly found clinical applications. [42] Clinical use of these drugs in humans was later discontinued as a result of their ototoxicity, though they continue to be used in veterinary medicine.
The first tetracycline antibiotic was discovered in 1948, when Benjamin Duggar of Lederle Laboratories isolated chlorotetracycline (Aureomycin) from the culture broth of Streptomyces aureofaciens, [43] and within two years Pfizer scientists had isolated a second natural tetracycline, oxytetracycline (Terramycin). [44] Chlorotetracycline and oxytetracycline were found to be active against a wide range of Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria-together with chloramphenicol (see Section 4.1), they were the first "broadspectrum" antibiotics. As a brief aside, Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria are so called because of their different responses to a common staining protocol developed by Hans Christian Gram. All bacterial cells are bounded by a cytoplasmic membrane, a lipid bilayer that tends to be permeable to uncharged, lipophilic molecules. Gram-negative bacteria (such as Escherichia coli, Klebsiella pneumoniae, and Pseudomonas aeruginosa) also have an outer membrane that is significantly less permeable to lipophilic molecules. In addition, Gram-negative bacteria often possess multidrug efflux pumps that expel many antibiotics. As a result, the development of antibiotics with activity against Gram-negative bacteria is particularly challenging and currently represents an urgent unmet clinical need. [3, 7i, 45] Soon after the discovery of chlorotetracycline and oxytetracycline, Lloyd Conover at Pfizer discovered that the carbon-chlorine bond of chlorotetracycline could be cleaved by catalytic hydrogenolysis, producing the first semisynthetic tetracycline antibiotic-tetracycline itself (Scheme 3). [46] The name "tetracycline" is derived from the four linearly fused, six-membered rings that are common to all molecules in this family. Subsequently, tetracycline was found to be a natural product, [47] and by the end of the 1950 s tetracycline was the most prescribed broad-spectrum antibiotic in the U.S.
Although the chemical innovations that enabled the discovery of dihydrostreptomycin and tetracycline may appear trivial today, they had a seismic impact on the strategic mindset of antibiotics discovery and pharmaceutical development more broadly. These innovations demonstrated that natural products could be considered as starting points for the discovery process-extremely useful but not necessarily optimal molecular scaffolds-and henceforth scientists in industry and academia pursued antibiotic research with equal vigor on two fronts: screening of soil samples for new antibacterial natural products, and chemical modification of natural antibiotics to find semisynthetic derivatives with improved therapeutic properties and patentable chemical structures. [29] Semisynthetic innovations have enabled dramatic improvements in antibiotic therapy across all major families of natural antibiotics-here we will discuss the key events and chemical insights that helped overcome the numerous (and constantly evolving) limitations of cephalosporin, tetracycline, and macrolide antibacterials.
Semisynthesis of b-Lactam Antibiotics
The producing strain of the first cephalosporin antibiotics was discovered in 1948 by Giuseppi Brotzu, Professor of Hygiene at the University of Cagliari. Brotzu observed the propensity of local sewage for self-purification and hypothesized that microorganisms were responsible. He studied the microorganisms present at the outlet of a sewage pipe and discovered that cultures of the mold Cephalosporium acremonium contained one or more substances that were antagonistic to bacteria. Brotzu failed to arouse interest in his discovery in the Italian pharmaceutical industry, and his data and a sample of Cephalosporium acremonium eventually made their way to Edward Abraham at Oxford. [21] In 1955, Edward Abraham and Guy Newton, two chemists who worked with Florey, succeeded in purifying cephalosporin C from the Cephalosporium culture. [48] Abraham, like others, had observed the subtly or markedly different properties of structurally distinct natural b-lactams and was extremely interested in making chemical modifications to cephalosporins. Regarding cephalosporin C, he later recounted: "There was a great incentive to modify the molecule chemically with a view to increasing its intrinsic activity without affecting its resistance to staphylococcal penicillinase."
[38c] (Penicillinase is a type of b-lactamase with specificity for penicillins; b-lactamases are a collection of bacterial enzymes that hydrolytically open the b-lactam ring, producing inactive molecules). By 1959 Abraham and Newton had synthesized small quantities of 7-aminocephalosporanic acid (7-ACA) by hydrolysis of cephalosporin C under acidic conditions (Scheme 4). [49] Although the yield of this reaction was too low for commercial production, they had discovered a compound that was soon to become (and remains to this day) the key semisynthetic intermediate for production of cephalosporin antibiotics. A few years later, Robert Morin and Bill Jackson at Eli Lilly developed a novel chemical method to remove the side chain of cephalosporin C, providing semisynthetic 7-ACA in a commercially viable yield (40 %). [50] The synthesis of 6-aminopenicillanic acid (6-APA, Sheehan, 1958) and semisynthesis of 7-aminocephalosporanic acid (7-ACA, Abraham & Newton, 1959) , and the ensuing development of practical methods for their preparation by fermentation (6-APA, Beecham Research Laboratories, 1959) and by semisynthesis (7-ACA, Eli Lilly, 1962), respectively, opened up the richest treasure trove of antibiotics in human history. More than fifty commercial antibiotics have been discovered and manufactured by chemical modifications of semisynthetic 6-APA and 7-ACA. Here we will limit our discussion to cephalosporins, describing the favorable properties that have been engineered into successive generations through 50 years of human chemical evolution. This evolutionary process began with cephalosporins that exhibited useful activity against Gram-positive bacteria alone and led to the development of compounds that are active against both Gram-positive and Gram-negative organisms ( Figure 3 ). This transition is highly noteworthy and is discussed again later in this Review.
First-generation parenteral cephalosporins such as cephalothin (Eli Lilly, approved 1964) [51] exhibited potent activity against Gram-positive organisms but only moderate activity against Gram-negative bacteria. Since the 1960s, chemists have been able to synthesize compounds that possess a broader spectrum of activity, better pharmacological properties, as well as lower susceptibility to resistance mechanisms by introducing innovative side chains at just two modifiable sites of 7-ACA-the amine function at C7, and C3' (see Figure 3 ). The expanded-spectrum, secondgeneration cephalosporins tended to be somewhat less effective against Gram-positive bacteria but significantly more active against Gram-negative bacteria, owing to better cell penetration and resistance to b-lactamases. Importantly, Scheme 4. Semisynthesis of 7-aminocephalosporanic acid (7-ACA) from cephalosporin C. the a-methoxyimino group first introduced in cefuroxime (Glaxo, approved 1983) [52] reduced susceptibility to b-lactamases by sterically blocking cleavage of the b-lactam ring. Gram-negative activity was further improved in third-generation cephalosporins such as ceftazidime (Glaxo, approved 1985) . [53] Ceftazidime incorporated an aminothiazole oxime with a charged carboxylate side chain, a combination that enhanced penetration through the porins embedded in the outer membrane of Gram-negative bacteria and helped retain high affinity for the bacterial target (penicillin binding proteins). The emergence of b-lactamases that cleaved third-generation cephalosporins led to the development of fourth-generation molecules such as cefipime (Bristol-Myers Squibb, 1994), [54] which were more active than many thirdgeneration cephalosporins against both Gram-positive and Gram-negative pathogens, including Pseudomonas aeruginosa.
[55] The fifth-generation cephalosporin ceftobiprole received approval for use in Europe in 2013 for treatment of hospital-acquired pneumonia. [56] The human chemical evolution of cephalosporins vividly illustrates the ability of medicinal chemists to continuously tailor the properties of antibacterials to meet specific clinical needs. Widespread clinical use of cephalosporins and other blactam antibiotics has selected for bacteria with fierce collections of resistance determinants, but cephalosporins remain critical components of our antibiotic armamentarium. Of the seven drugs currently in advanced clinical development (phase II or III) for the treatment of infections caused by Gram-negative bacilli, three are combinations of a cephalosporin and a b-lactamase inhibitor. [3] Only one of these new combination therapies (ceftolozane/tazobactam, Cubist Pharmaceuticals) incorporates a novel cephalosporin antibiotic, suggesting that the development of new b-lactams is becoming increasingly difficult.
Semisynthesis of Tetracycline Antibiotics
Beginning with Conovers landmark semisynthesis of tetracycline from chlorotetracycline, the development of semisynthetic tetracyclines has been marked by a series of specific, impactful discoveries. Charles Stephens and collaborators at Pfizer achieved a major enabling advance approximately 10 years after the class had been identified when they demonstrated in 1958 that the C6-hydroxy group of the natural products oxytetracycline, tetracycline and 6-demethyltetracycline could be removed reductively (Scheme 5). [57] The 6-deoxytetracyclines that arose as a consequence were found to be more stable than the parent compounds, yet retained broad-spectrum antibacterial activity. Their enhanced chemical stability enabled further structural modifications that had not been possible with acid-and basesensitive natural tetracyclines, leading to the discovery of minocycline in 1967 by Michael Martell, Jr. and James Boothe at Lederle laboratories.
[57b, 58] Minocycline was synthesized from 6-deoxy-6-demethyltetracycline (sancycline) by an electrophilic aromatic substitution reaction at C7, and it exhibited a broader spectrum of activity than prior tetracyclines (including activity against some tetracycline-resistant staphylococci). Like other members of the family, the clinical utility of minocycline declined in the ensuing decades due to increasingly widespread resistance.
Aiming to overcome tetracycline resistance in the late 1990s, a team of Wyeth scientists led by Frank Tally synthesized 7,9-disubstituted tetracycline derivatives, leading to the discovery of the life-saving antibiotic tigecycline (US approval 2005, Scheme 5). [59] Tigecycline is the defining member of a new class of tetracyclines known as glycylcyclines, which greatly extend the spectrum of tetracyclines, especially toward tetracycline-resistant microorganisms. Tige- cycline has become a last line of defense against multidrugresistant bacteria; for example, it is one of only two approved antibiotics that are active against some carbapenem-resistant bacteria carrying New Delhi metallo-b-lactamase enzymes (NDMs, see Section 4.3 for discussion of carbapenem antibiotics). [5] The other is colistin, which can cause damage to kidneys and nerves. Some of the benefits of tigecycline are attributable to the fact that it binds more strongly than older tetracyclines to the small subunit of the bacterial ribosome (the biological target of all tetracyclines). [60] Its drawbacks include dose-limiting tolerability (nausea, vomiting) and a lack of oral bioavailability. The human chemical evolution of semisynthetic tetracyclines has provided antibacterial therapies that have overcome many limitations of their predecessors, but the slowing pace of discovery in this area is evident (Figure 4 ).
Semisynthesis of Macrolide Antibiotics
Macrolide antibiotics have undergone serial human chemical evolutionary advances that in many ways parallel those that occurred within tetracycline antibiotics: each semisynthetic advance has built upon prior innovations, and each new (successful) semisynthetic antibiotic has become a starting material for further chemical modification (Figure 4) . [61] This strategy is sensible, since it enables favorable characteristics to be carried forward, but it also inevitably leads to a gradual increase in the number of chemical operations required to synthesize new derivatives from the original natural product.
Erythromycin, the first macrolide antibiotic, was discovered in 1949 when scientists at Eli Lilly isolated the natural product from the culture broth of the soil-dwelling fungus Saccharopolyspora erythrea. The term "macrolide" was originally introduced by R. B. Woodward in 1957 to describe metabolic products from Streptomyces that contain a macrolactone ring. [62] Erythromycin was approved for use against a variety of Gram-positive bacterial infections, but upon widespread clinical implementation several limitations were quickly identified. Erythromycin displayed poor oral bioavailability and a short in vivo half-life, and most importantly it was found to be unstable under acidic conditions, giving rise to side effects such as stomach pain. Administration of the antibiotic as an enteric-coated tablet helped sidestep instability to gastric acid; however, innovative chemical solutions were much desired. Studies of chemical instability under acidic conditions revealed that erythromycin decomposes by intramolecular cyclization reactions beginning with addition of the C6 hydroxy group to the C9 ketone, leading to formation of both anhydrohemiketal and spiroketal derivatives (Scheme 6). [63] Knowledge of the chemical basis for instability catalyzed the discovery of semisynthetic macrolides that lacked this significant limitation.
One solution was provided by Sadafumi Omura and collaborators at Taisho Pharmaceutical Co. in Japan who developed a 6-step sequence from erythromycin resulting in selective capping of the C6 hydroxy substituent with a methyl group, affording the antibiotic clarithromycin (Scheme 6). Protection of the C9 ketone of erythromycin as an oxime was critical to this work, providing an intermediate whose conformation enabled selective methylation at C6-OH. [64] Clarithromycin displayed a slightly expanded spectrum of activity relative to erythromycin, and it was found to be both acid-stable and orally active.
Another innovative semisynthetic solution to the chemical instability of erythromycin was developed in 1980 by Gorjana Lazarevzki and co-workers at Pliva in Croatia. In this case, the C9 ketone was completely removed from the erythromycin scaffold by a sequence comprising oxime formation, Beckmann rearrangement (ring expansion), and then hydrogenolysis of the resulting iminoether intermediate (Scheme 6). [65] These chemical innovations led to the discovery of an "azalide" structure that became known as azithromycin. Azithromycin was found to have excellent acid stability, oral bioavailability, and an expanded spectrum of activity that included the Gram-negative bacterium Haemophilus influenzae. This macrolide also exhibited a long halflife and achieved very high concentrations in certain tissues. Azithromycin was approved by the FDA in 1991 and rose to be the 7th most prescribed drug (across all therapeutic areas) in the U.S. in 2010 (52.6 million prescriptions). Recent evidence of azithromycin cardiotoxicity, albeit at very low incidence, has raised concerns over such widespread use. [66] The evolution and widespread distribution of resistance to erythromycin, clarithromycin, and azithromycin has challenged chemists to devise new and improved macrolide derivatives to combat infections caused by drug-resistant bacteria. Two key advances led to the development of the "ketolide" antibiotics, which retain antibacterial activity against many macrolide-resistant organisms. In 1988, William Baker and colleagues at Abbott Laboratories developed a synthetic sequence for introduction of a C11-C12 cyclic carbamate, to which a range of aryl-alkyl side chains could be attached (Scheme 7). [67] Soon after discovery of this sequence, Abbott scientists reported that many of these compounds were active against macrolide-resistant bacteria. [68] It was recently established by X-ray crystallography [69] that the arylalkyl sidechain of the ketolides reaches into an adjacent (novel) binding site within the bacterial ribosome where it makes several additional contacts, accounting for the increased potency of this class. It should be noted that the pioneering crystallographic studies of Yonath, Ramakrishnan, Steitz, as well as other ribosomologists, whose work has produced detailed molecular views of dozens of ribosometargeting antibiotics bound to their common molecular target, has provided an extraordinarily powerful tool informing antibiotics discovery, broadly speaking. [70, 71] Previously it had been observed that some forms of macrolide resistance are not induced in the presence of certain natural and non-natural macrolides lacking the lcladinose sugar (normally attached to the C3-hydroxy group), [72] however advancement of this insight was impeded by the accompanying misperception that l-cladinose was required for activity. The combination of Abbotts chemical innovations and replacement of the l-cladinose sugar with a C3-keto group enabled the development of the "ketolide" antibiotics, which possess excellent activity against many macrolide-resistant organisms. [73] The FDA approved the first commercial ketolide antibiotic, telithromycin (Aventis, Scheme 7) in 2004. Although use of this drug has been greatly curtailed due to evidence of liver toxicity (thought to be caused by its 3-pyridyl function), [74] the innovations that led to its development have revitalized innovation in macrolide [75] require linear sequences of 12 and 16 synthetic steps, respectively, from their common starting material, the fermentation product erythromycin.
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A. G. Myers et al. discovery and have provided a number of new clinical candidates for the treatment of bacterial infections. It is worth noting, however, that semisyntheses of telithromycin and solithromycin (a ketolide being developed by Cempra Pharmaceuticals, currently undergoing phase III clinical trials)
Fully Synthetic Antibacterials, 1940-Present
Despite the advent of semisynthesis in the postwar period and its continued widespread application to the present day, fully synthetic approaches to antibacterial drug discovery (which began with the arsenicals and sulfa drugs, as discussed in the introduction) have also led to important new classes of antibiotics and large numbers of approved drugs. The most widely appreciated examples may be the quinolones, carbapenems, and oxazolidinones, but the development of these families occurred well after the discovery of four other important fully synthetic antibacterials-chloramphenicol, metronidazole, trimethoprim, and fosfomycin.
Amphenicols, Trimethoprim, and Nitroimidazoles
The next antibiotic manufactured by a fully synthetic route after the sulfa drugs was chloramphenicol, a natural product first isolated in 1947 from a culture of Streptomyces venezuelae by John Ehrlich and collaborators at Parke, Davis & Co. and shown to have broad spectrum activity (Scheme 8). [76] Chloramphenicol is a rare case of a natural product that is more economical to produce on industrial scale by chemical synthesis rather than fermentation (another example is thienamycin, the precursor to imipenem). A practical, fully synthetic route to chloramphenicol was developed by John Controulis, Mildred Rebstock, and Harry Crooks at Parke, Davis & Co. [77] and this drug was approved in 1949. Millions of patients were treated with the new antibiotic before reports of rare but fatal aplastic anemia began to emerge. [78] This and other adverse effects, combined with the development of other broad-spectrum antibiotics, led to reduced use of chloramphenicol in the clinic; however, as [79] A structural analog of chloramphenicol with similar antibacterial activity-thiamphenicol-was first synthesized in 1952 ( Figure 5) . [80] The replacement of the nitro group in chloramphenicol with a methanesulfonyl group increased potency and avoided the fatal aplastic anemia, rendering the class safer for use in humans.
Contemporaneously with the development of chloramphenicol, George Hitchings, Gertrude Elion, and colleagues at Wellcome Research Laboratories discovered that synthetic analogs of purine and pyrimidine bases inhibited growth of the benign bacterium Lactobacillus casei (their initial test organism) as well as pathogenic bacteria.
[81] As Hitchings described in his 1988 Nobel Lecture, their research program was designed to "explore nucleic acid biosynthesis in a new and revealing way by employing synthetic analogs of the purine and pyrimidine bases in a system utilizing these heterocyclic compounds for biosynthesis." [82] It was soon established that the diaminopyrimidine structural class acted as inhibitors of dihydrofolate reductase, an enzyme found in both bacteria and eukaryotes, whose function is to catalyze the conversion of folic acid (vitamin B9) to tetrahydrofolate, which is essential for cell division. Synthesis and biological testing of various diaminopyrimidines led to the discovery in the early 1960s of trimethoprim (Scheme 8), a potent and highly selective inhibitor of the bacterial form of dihydrofolate reductase. [83] Diaminopyrimidines and sulfonamides (which inhibit an earlier step in tetrahydrofolate biosynthesis) had previously been found to act synergistically in vitro, and trimethoprim was initially only developed in combination with sulfamethoxazole (a therapy known as co-trimoxazole or Bactrim, approved in 1969). [84] Subsequent clinical studies questioned the importance of this synergy and trimethoprim is now also available as a single agent. [85] As with chloramphenicol, the low cost of trimethoprim makes it a particularly attractive treatment option in developing countries. It is reported that more than 1000 tonnes are produced annually in India alone. [86] Another class of fully synthetic antibacterials developed in this period was the nitroimidazoles. In 1953 Hamao Umezawa and colleagues at the University of Tokyo isolated 2-nitroimidazole (azomycin, Figure 5) , [87] a fermentation product which was subsequently found by researchers at Rhône-Poulenc in Paris to be active against Trichomonas vaginalis, the causative parasite of trichomoniasis. [84] Azomycin was toxic and difficult to prepare by chemical synthesis (surprising, given its simple structure), but synthesis and evaluation of a variety of nitroimidazoles led to the discovery in 1957 of a fully synthetic 5-nitroimidazole, metronidazole, which became the first effective drug for the treatment of trichomoniasis (1959, Rhône-Poulenc). Three years later, in 1962, a woman receiving metronidazole for this indication reported an unexpected side effect to her dentist: clearance of her gum infection. [88] This serendipitous discovery eventually led to the use of metronidazole (Flagyl) for the treatment of infections caused by a variety of anaerobic bacteria (including C. difficile), for which it is still prescribed today despite a range of adverse effects.
In 1969, David Hendlin (Merck), Justo M. Mata (CompaÇía EspaÇola de la Penicilina y Antibioticos, CEPA), and coworkers described the isolation of fosfomycin from three strains of Streptomyces. [89] This very polar small molecule exhibited bactericidal activity against both Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria, which was found to be due to disruption of cell-wall biosynthesis. In a concurrent publication, Burton Christensen and coworkers (Merck) described the racemic synthesis and resolution of fosfomycin, [90] adaptations of which are still used for large-scale production. [91] Fosfomycin is most commonly prescribed today for urinarytract infections, conveniently administered as a single-dose treatment. [92] 
Fully Synthetic Quinolone Antibacterials
The first quinolone antibacterial was discovered in the early 1960s by George Lescher and co-workers at SterlingWinthrop Research Institute when a by-product from an earlier synthesis of the antimalarial drug chloroquine was included in a new screening program. The quinolone by- . Figure 6 ). [93] Nalidixic acid was widely used in the 1960s and 1970s for the treatment of urinary tract infections caused by Gram-negative pathogens, however this compounds lack of activity against both Gram-positive bacteria and strains of Pseudomonas aeruginosa, as well as its significant side effects, necessitated the development of more effective agents.
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Quinolones are more difficult to synthesize in the laboratory than sulfanilamides, but they are nevertheless easily constructed by short synthetic routes. It has been estimated that more than 10 000 quinolones or structurallyrelated agents have been synthesized as part of quinolone antibacterial research and development, resulting in the approval of more than 25 fully synthetic antibiotics of this class. [94] A major advance came in 1977 when Hiroshi Koga and collaborators at the Kyorin Company in Japan first synthesized norfloxacin (Figure 6) , [95] which incorporated both a fluorine atom at C6 and a piperazine substituent at C7. [96] Norfloxacin exhibited greatly improved Gram-negative activity and modest activity against Gram-positive bacteria. Replacement of the N1 ethyl group of norfloxacin with a cyclopropyl substituent produced ciprofloxacin, which received FDA approval in 1987 and became the first quinolone antibiotic to be used for treatment of respiratory tract, skin and joint infections, including infections caused by Pseudomonas aeruginosa.
As with the human evolutionary processes described above for the development of semisynthetic antibiotics, each generation of fully synthetic quinolones has retained key structural features which were the product of prior medicinal chemistry efforts while incorporating new elements to further expand utility. Third-and fourth-generation quinolones such as levofloxacin [97] (Hayakawa and coworkers, Daiichi Seiyaku, approved 1996) and moxifloxacin (Klaus Grohe and coworkers, Bayer, approved in 1999) [98] have improved pharmacokinetic properties and have demonstrated stronger activity against anaerobes and Gram-positive bacteria.
Although quinolones are one of the most commonly prescribed classes of antibiotics, they are also associated with a wide variety of adverse side effects. [99] Discovery and development of new fully synthetic quinolone antibiotics remains an active area of research. [100] The introduction of third-and fourth-generation quinolones advanced the human chemical evolution of this family of antibacterials by transforming molecules that targeted Gram-negative bacteria alone to create broad-spectrum agents. This process mirrors the development of semisynthetic cephalosporins (discussed above), which were selectively active against Gram-positive bacteria until Gram-negative activity was engineered into them through strategic exploration of chemical space. Medicinal chemists have repeatedly proven their ability to shift the activity spectrum of antibacterial agents (Gram-positive to Gram-negative, or viceversa), suggesting that molecules possessing Gram-positive activity should not be disregarded as potential starting points for the development of new antibacterials with Gramnegative activity (currently an even more pressing clinical need). Similarly, chemists have shown many times over that acquired resistance mechanisms to a class of antibiotics can often be defeated by further structural optimization.
Fully Synthetic Routes to b-Lactams Finally Become Sufficiently Practical for Commercial Production
From the early 1900s until 1980, all antibacterial agents developed and then manufactured using fully synthetic approaches had very simple structures (from the standpoint of chemical synthesis). All but two of them-chloramphenicol and thiamphenicol-were achiral molecules. The development of fully synthetic b-lactams in the 1980s and early 1990s marked a dramatic leap forward in the complexity of antibacterial molecules that could be manufactured practically on an industrial scale using fully synthetic approaches. A prodigious amount of effort has been devoted to the development of fully synthetic routes to a wide variety of natural and non-natural b-lactams. For a comprehensive list of fully synthetic b-lactams that have been investigated and a full [101] Our discussion here will focus on those fully synthetic b-lactams that have achieved clinical importance.
The success of cephalosporin antibiotics stimulated great interest in the design and synthesis of cephalosporin analogs with modified core structures. In 1974 Cama, Christensen, and Guthikonda at Merck reported fully synthetic routes to "carbacephalosporin" and "oxacephalosporin" analogs replacing the sulfur atom within the bicyclic core of cephalothin (a first-generation cephalosporin), by a carbon atom and an oxygen atom, respectively (Figure 7) . [102] Crucially, these fully synthetic analogs exhibited biological activity that was comparable to cephalothin.
The most significant advances that followed were the discovery and development of the carbapenems, but two other innovations flowed more directly from this early work. The idea of replacing the sulfur atom in the cephalosporin core with an oxygen atom was adopted by Mitsuru Yoshioka, Teruji Tsuji, Wataru Nagata, and colleagues at Shionogi Research Laboratories who developed a semisynthetic route from penicillins to oxacephalosporins, including the antibiotic latamoxef, [103] which was approved in the early 1980s but subsequently discontinued following several fatal cases of coagulopathy. Building upon Mercks original synthesis of a carbacephalosporin and other important synthetic precedents, [104] Leland Weigel and collaborators at Eli Lilly developed a kilogram-scale synthesis of loracarbef, a fully synthetic carbacephalosporin which received FDA approval in 1991. [105] Although clinical use of loracarbef was discontinued in the U.S. in 2006, the impressive body of work that led to the discovery and development of this compound still represents a significant achievement in the history of fully synthetic b-lactam antibacterials (Figure 7) .
In 1976 scientists at Merck isolated thienamycin from fermentation broths of the soil bacterium Streptomyces cattleya. [106] Thienamycin was the first natural "carbapenem" antibiotic-penems are a group of bicyclic b-lactam structures with a "right-hand," five-membered ring that contains a carbon-carbon double bond (penicillins are "penams," with a carbon-carbon single bond in the corresponding position); in carbapenems the sulfur atom within this ring is replaced by a carbon atom. Thienamycin was found to be a broad-spectrum antibiotic, with exceptional activity against both Gram-positive and Gram-negative organisms, including strains of Pseudomonas aeruginosa and organisms with acquired b-lactamase resistance mechanisms. Thienamycin also proved to be chemically unstable because of a propensity for intermolecular reaction of the amine function of one thienamycin molecule with the b-lactam of another. [107] This instability made thienamycin unsuitable for commercial development, but W. J. Leanza and colleagues at Merck found that transformation of the amine group to an Nformimidoyl group led to significantly more stable compound, the highly active antibiotic imipenem (Figure 7) . [108] However, thienamycin was extremely difficult to isolate and purify from complex fermentation mixtures, leading Thomas Salzmann and collaborators at Merck to initiate development of a practical, fully synthetic route to this exciting new class of b-lactams (Scheme 9). [109] The strategy behind the original Merck synthesis was to defer introduction of the C2-cysteamine side chain until late in the synthesis, enabling a series of analogs with structural variations in the thiol side-chain to be prepared. In the key step of the synthesis the bicyclic carbapenem core is formed in quantitative yield by rhodium-catalyzed cyclization of a diazo keto ester (Scheme 9). Merck chemists D. G. Melillo and I. Shinkai built upon this original work in their secondgeneration fully synthetic route to thienamycin. [110] These impressive achievements were the driving force behind the development of imipenem, the thienamycin derivative that in 1985 became the first carbapenem to be approved for clinical use (Figure 7) . Imipenem remained an essential last line of defense against a number of serious infections for decades after its introduction, but it also suffered from significant limitations. Imipenem is rapidly inactivated by human renal dehydropeptidase-1, so it must be administered in combination with cilastatin, an inhibitor of this enzyme. [111] Furthermore, its relatively poor hydrolytic stability (though not to the same extent as thienamycin) necessitated four-times daily dosing.
The search for carbapenems with a broad antibacterial spectrum but better pharmacokinetics than imipenem led to another key innovation by David Shih and colleagues at Merck-the introduction of a C1-b-methyl substituent into the carbapenem core (Scheme 10). [112] The C1-methyl group was introduced by alkylation of an intermediate from their second-generation fully synthetic route to thienamycin. The C1-b-methyl product was advanced to the corresponding fully synthetic carbapenems, which were found to be resistant to renal dehydropeptidase and active against a broad spectrum of bacterial pathogens. This innovative modification to the carbapenem core was then adopted by chemists at Sumitomo Pharmaceuticals, leading them to discover meropenem, the first C1-b-methyl carbapenem to receive clinical approval (1996, Figure 7) . [113] Further improvements were subsequently made (frequent dosing is still required with meropenem), leading to the 2001 approval of another fully synthetic C1-bmethyl carbapenem, ertapenem (Merck). [114] Carbapenems are not the only fully synthetic b-lactams that have become important antibiotics. In 1981, two research groups independently reported the isolation of monocyclic blactam ("monobactam") natural products from different bacterial strains. [115] The promising Gram-negative activity of some of these compounds and the relative simplicity of their core structures (compared with bicyclic b-lactams such as penicillins and cephalosporins) led Breuer, Denzel, Treuner, and collaborators at Squibb to develop fully synthetic routes to various monobactam analogs. [116] The result of this work was the discovery of aztreonam (approved 1984, Figure 7 ), the only commercially available monobactam and an important antibiotic for the treatment of infections caused by Gram-negative bacteria. The development of new, fully synthetic monobactams continues to be an active area of pharmaceutical research. [117] 
Fully Synthetic Oxazolidinone Antibacterials, a New Structural Class of Antibiotics
The oxazolidinones provide further examples of antibacterials discovered and developed using fully synthetic approaches. The antibacterial properties of the oxazolidinone structural class were first recognized in 1984 by Andrew Slee and collaborators at DuPont while investigating compounds for the treatment of plant diseases caused by microbial pathogens. The DuPont group synthesized a number of oxazolidinones that were active against streptococci and staphylococci (including methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus, MRSA), [118] but subsequent animal studies revealed significant bone marrow toxicity. Recognizing the potential of this compound class, Steven J. Brickner and colleagues at Upjohn initiated a research program to find potent oxazolidinones that were safe for human use, leading to the discovery and approval in 2000 of linezolid (Figure 8 ), the first commercial oxazolidinone and the first antibacterial from a novel structural class in almost 40 years (the last was nalidixic acid). [8b, 119] Linezolid is an essential last line of defense for treatment of infections caused by Gram-positive bacteria such as MRSA and vancomycin-resistant enterococci (VRE), but long-term use can cause serious adverse effects such as bone marrow suppression. The development of nextgeneration oxazolidinones is an exciting area of research, now informed by an X-ray crystal structure of linezolid bound to its target, the large subunit of the bacterial ribosome.
A Fully Synthetic Platform for the Discovery and Development of Novel Tetracycline Antibiotics
The important if rather obvious lesson from the sulfa drugs, quinolones, carbapenems, and oxazolidinones is that when chemists are able to access antibiotic classes by diversifiable, fully synthetic routes, their ability to modify the structures at will is transformative, leading to new, more powerful, and safer drugs. Looking at the complete set of fully synthetic antibacterials in clinical use today, the carbapenems developed in the 1980s and early 1990s (imipenem and meropenem) stand out as the most challenging structures to be successfully manufactured by fully synthetic routes. At the time our laboratory undertook the development of a practical synthetic route to tetracycline antibiotics in the mid-1990s, all clinically approved tetracyclines were fermentation products or had been derived from them by semisynthesis. For six decades semisynthetic modification of tetracyclines had been limited largely to just three positions (C6, C7, and C9) and substitutions at C7 and C9 were highly constrained by lack of chemical enablement. This is undoubtedly a contributing factor to the stark disparity in the number of approved tetracyclines (fewer than 10 in the US since 1949) versus the numbers of approved quinolones (> 40) and beta-lactams (> 50). From the time that the structures of the tetracycline antibiotics were first elucidated by Woodward and collaborators in 1953, [122] laboratories throughout the world had worked to develop routes to prepare existing and novel members of the class. The Woodward, Shemyakin, and Muxfeldt groups reported remarkable advances for their time with their successful constructions of sancycline (25 synthetic steps, 0.002 % yield), tetracycline (yield not reported), and oxytetracycline (22 steps, 0.06 % yield), respectively, but these routes were lengthy and impractical to scale (though it should be noted that the Muxfeldt approach was for a time adapted by researchers at Merck in Germany for the preparation of fully synthetic 6-thiatetracycline, an antibiotic candidate that was abandoned during clinical development due to liver toxicity). [123] Interestingly, each group had employed a "left-to-right" or D!A mode of construction, which was not ideal from the standpoint of drug discovery, since substitution of the D ring proves to be remarkably fruitful for the development of novel antibiotics, especially those with improved activities against tetracyclineresistant microorganisms, whereas most substitutions of the A ring diminish or abolish antibiotic activity. In 2005, after more than 10 years of research on the problem, our laboratory reported that tetracyclines could be assembled in three steps from two relatively simple building blocks-a "left-side" D-ring precursor and a "right-side" ABring precursor (Scheme 11). [124] The identification of a practical route to the AB enone was the most time-consuming aspect of the problem. We have since described different, more practical component-based routes to the AB enone, [125] one of which has been adapted to prepare > 50 kg of this key intermediate. In the AB + D approach, the C ring of tetracyclines is formed by a stereocontrolled Michael-Claisen cyclization reaction that forms two carbon-carbon bonds and two stereogenic centers in one operation. [124] This transformation has proven to be remarkably robust, is effective with a broad range of D-ring precursors, and has been executed on kilogram scale in > 90 % yield. [126] The cyclization products are transformed into fully synthetic tetracyclines by two or three "deprotection" steps that unveil much of the polar functionality that had long hampered semisynthetic innovation. A key enablement in this regard was the development of the benzyloxyisoxazole function to protect the A-ring of tetracyclines, reported by Stork and Hagedorn in 1978. [127] The development of a highly diversifiable and scalable synthesis of tetracyclines, broadly defined, has led to a dramatic expansion of the chemical space accessible to medicinal chemists. Positions that had not been previously modified, such as C5 [128] and C8, have now been explored extensively, and a broad array of substituents that were previously inaccessible at other positions have been introduced. More than 3000 diverse, fully synthetic antibiotic candidates have been made and tested since 2005 at a small biotechnology company, Tetraphase Pharmaceuticals, which was founded specifically to commercialize the tetracycline technology platform. [126, 129] The majority of these fully synthetic compounds are active in antimicrobial assays; those with most promising activities, either as broad-spectrum antibiotics or Gram-negative focused agents, have entered the path toward clinical development. The most advanced fully synthetic clinical candidate is eravacycline, which is currently in phase III clinical trials as a broad-spectrum antibiotic for lifethreatening complicated intra-abdominal infections, with planned advancement into phase III trials for complicated urinary tract infections this year. Eravacycline is the first 7-fluorotetracycline to enter clinical trials. It is characterized by a unique combination of potent broad-spectrum activity, favorable pharmacokinetics, low incidence of adverse events, and it is the first glycylcycline with demonstrated oral activity. The frontispiece of this Review depicts results from a microdilution assay of eravacycline and earlier tetracyclines against a lethal strain (a clinical isolate, exhibiting mortality in approximately half of patients with bloodstream infections) of Acinetobacter baumannii that is highly resistant to carbapenems (ertapenem, imipenem, and meropenem MICs > 32 mg mL À1 ), fluoroquinolones (levofloxacin MIC > 32 mg mL À1 ), aminoglycosides (gentamycin MIC > 32 mg mL À1 ), and piperacillin/tazobactam (MIC > 128 mg mL À1 ). [130] The synthetic platform that enabled both the rapid preparation of a diverse library of fully synthetic tetracyclines (broadly defined) and cost effective, multi-kilo-scale synthesis of eravacycline exemplifies the power of a highly modular, convergent synthetic strategy. It is estimated that the cost of dispensing eravacycline into a sterile vial for IV administration will exceed that of the drug substance, making clear that fully synthetic pathways to complex molecular scaffolds need not be prohibitive with respect to cost-of-goods. From the standpoint of a researcher in Massachusetts, with access to large quantities of the AB precursor from a vendor, the route to new tetracycline antibiotics appears as a 3-4 step process: coupling, followed by 2-3 steps for deprotection. [131] From the standpoint of the commercial vendor responsible for synthesizing the AB precursor, the route appears as a 5-step sequence beginning from two simple fragments of similar synthetic complexity.
[125a] The component-based approach makes possible a division of complexity into approachable subunits, much like the supply chains that enable commercial production of cell phones, personal computers, and aircraft. It allows for multiplicative expansion of structural diversity by component modification, and accelerates development of the route overall by independent evolution of component syntheses. We believe that with greater emphasis on highly convergent, component-based processes, access to an array of heretofore-inaccessible antibiotics platforms can be achieved.
Chemical Synthesis as a Path Forward
"The chemists will fasten on the molecule and modify it, as they have done with the sulfanilamide molecule in the last 5 years, so that derivatives of penicillin will appear more powerful, or with wider applications, and diseases now untouched will be conquered." (Alexander Fleming, 1943 , to the Royal Society) [23] A broader interpretation of Flemings statement might hold that few if any antibacterial natural products cannot be improved as human therapeutics by chemical modification. The 100-year history of antibiotics discovery and development began with the clinical deployment of the arsenicals and sulfa drugs, molecules derived not from natural products but fully synthetic compound collections. Since then, one constant driver of progress in antibacterial therapy has been the expansion of accessible chemical space around (and within) natural and non-natural molecular scaffolds known to possess antibacterial properties. Repeatedly, chemical synthesis has led to antibiotics with increased potencies, improved safety profiles, and extended spectrums of activity, especially toward bacteria with acquired resistance mechanisms.
The development of fully synthetic b-lactams such as imipenem, loracarbef and meropenem in the 1980s and early 1990s marked a dramatic leap in the complexity of antibacterial molecules that could be produced on an industrial scale using fully synthetic approaches. Thirty years on, we believe that the power of modern chemical synthesis can Scheme 11. Development of fully synthetic tetracycline antibacterials (novel structural features that could not be introduced by semisynthesis are highlighted in red).
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Angewandte Chemie make possible the development of practical, flexible routes to substantially more complex antibacterial molecules-molecules based on existing natural product scaffolds that would not have been feasible for commercial synthesis in the past. Should this be true, this path forward surely offers a very high probability of delivering multiple new antibiotics to society and, as such, may provide the engine of innovation that is so desperately needed. Complex natural antibacterials for which practical, readily diversifiable synthetic routes have not yet been devised are underutilized resources that present major opportunities for future innovation. While we strongly believe that a sustained and focused effort to develop practical routes for the synthesis of yet unsolved natural antibiotics scaffolds provides an extraordinary opportunity to restock the dwindling antibiotic pipeline in the near term (5-20 years), we do not suggest that this is the only path forward, for to do so would ignore the successes that led to the inception of the field (organoarsenicals, sulfa drugs) and, later, other lifesaving antibiotics (trimethoprim, the quinolones, the oxazolidinones).
Previous sections make evident that some of the greatest advances in antibacterial drug discovery arose only with the development of scalable, fully synthetic routes. Often these achievements served to re-define the boundaries of what was commonly perceived to be practically accessible by synthesis (the potent oncology drug Halaven, manufactured by Eisai Co. using chemical innovations originating from the Kishi laboratory, probably defines the farthest limit of what may be synthesized on large scale today; the typically higher dosages of antibiotics define a somewhat more constraining environment). We have chosen the natural products in Figure 9 and 10 with the view that they may now fall within the realm of synthetic feasibility, especially with emphasis on proper design strategy (convergent assembly of components of similar synthetic complexity), and giving due consideration to their antibacterial activities. This selection is neither complete nor is it static-new antibacterial natural products will undoubtedly be discovered, though admittedly the pace of discovery has slowed. What follows is a brief discussion of the historical advances thus far (largely through semisynthesis) with focus on the potential for fully synthetic platform technologies to define future advances.
Pleuromutilins
The tricyclic natural product pleuromutilin was discovered in 1951 from a fungal culture and was found to be active primarily against Gram-positive bacteria. [132] Since then more than 1,200 derivatives of pleuromutilin have been prepared by semisynthesis, including retapamulin (GSK, approved in 2007 for the topical treatment of skin infections, the only pleuromutilin currently approved for human use) and BC-3781 (Nabriva Therapeutics, phase II clinical trial completed in 2011). [133] Like many antibiotics currently in clinical development, the pleuromutilins are inhibitors of bacterial protein synthesis, and X-ray crystallographic studies have revealed details of their binding to the 50S subunit of the bacterial ribosome. [134] The structurally complex core of pleuromutilins and the majority of the substituents on its periphery would be extremely difficult to modify by semisynthesis, as evidenced by the fact that the vast majority of the > 1200 semisynthetic analogs synthesized to date are variant solely within the C14 sidechain. [133] Recent studies have suggested that the primary binding interactions between pleuromutilin antibiotics and the ribosome are localized within the polycyclic core. [134] The development of a modular synthetic platform to pleuromutilins (broadly defined), one linking components of similar structural complexity by a short and convergent route, would hold enormous potential for antibiotics discovery, we believe. No fewer than three fully synthetic routes to pleuromutilin have been published, all remarkable achievements, but the linear routes employed would be challenging to scale and do not lend themselves to rapid analog synthesis. [135] Both the Zard [136] and Sorensen [137] groups have reported abbreviated routes to simplified pleuromutilin analogs; in the latter work compounds with activity against M. tuberculosis were identified.
[137b] Densely functionalized, stereochemically complex polycyclic targets such as pleuromutilin are among the most challenging types of targets to prepare by highly convergent, component-based synthetic routes, but the return on investment for a successful platform technology could be substantial in terms of new antibiotics generated.
Lincosamides
Lincomycin was first reported by Mason, Dietz, and DeBoer at UpJohn in 1962 and was launched commercially in 1964. [138] In 1965 Birkenmeyer and Kagan at UpJohn Figure 10 . Antibacterial natural products with potential for improvement for human use through the development of practical, fully synthetic routes.
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Angewandte Chemie announced that they had prepared a semisynthetic lincosamide, as the new antibiotic class was known, by invertive replacement of the 7-hydroxy group of lincomycin with chloride. [139] The new semisynthetic antibiotic, "clindamycin," was more potent, had a broader spectrum of activity, and in a marked advance, was orally bioavailable. Clindamycin has been used since 1968 for the treatment of infections caused by aerobic and anaerobic Gram-positive bacteria, including strains of methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus. [140] Clindamycin remains an essential life-saving antibiotic, but is burdened with promotion of C. difficile infections, as well as growing resistance. [141] It is possible to hydrolyse (and reform) the central amide bond that links two molecular "halves" of similar sizes, an amino sugar component and a substituted proline residue. This has fueled bursts of somewhat limited structural variation of both components by semisynthesis over the years. For example, in the 1980s Birkenmeyer, Zurenko and collaborators at UpJohn replaced the pyrrolidine ring with a substituted piperidine ring and so obtained "pirlimycin," which they launched for the treatment of mastitis in veterinary medicine. [142] Other semisynthetic modifications have been described, some as recently as 2013, [143] as well as fully synthetic approaches, [144] but data available in the public domain suggests that more systematic exploration of the entire molecule has yet to be conducted. A fully synthetic platform technology targeting novel lincosamides could well provide new opportunities for antibiotic discovery. Such a program would be informed by detailed crystallographic studies of lincomycin and clindamycin bound to their molecular target, the 50S subunit of the bacterial ribosome.
[69e]
Aminoglycosides
The aminoglycosides are a structurally diverse family of natural and semisynthetic antibiotics that have been used primarily for the treatment of infections caused by Gramnegative bacteria. [145] Significant advances have been made to overcome developing resistance to aminoglycosides, including the semisynthetic incorporation of a 2-hydroxy-4-aminobutyroyl sidechain within the approved antibiotic amikacin to prevent enzymatic inactivation of the drug, a problem common to natural aminoglycosides (such as the amikacin parent kanamycin). Heinz Moser and collaborators at Achaogen are developing a next-generation semisynthetic aminoglycoside, plazomicin, which exhibits activity against many aminoglycoside-resistant bacteria and recently completed a successful phase II clinical trial evaluating its efficacy in complicated urinary-tract infections (CUTIs). [146] The structurally unique aminoglycoside apramycin has recently been found to have greatly decreased ototoxicity relative to other aminoglycosides, as well as a favorable activity profile, and has potential for further development. [147] The widespread prevalence of multidrug-resistant Neisseria gonorrhoeae has led to renewed interest in the antibiotic spectinomycin, which is broadly effective in this pathogen, including strains resistant to many other antibiotics. [148] Spectinomycin inhibits translation by binding to the ribosomal protein S5, [149] and several mechanisms of resistance are characterized on the molecular level. Fully synthetic approaches to spectinomycin have been reported, [150] but further structural exploration could increase the potential of this class to defeat developing resistance in N. gonorrhoeae and perhaps other microorganisms.
While further semisynthetic innovations may be possible, the density of heteroatoms within the aminoglycosides has allowed only a few select positions of these scaffolds to be investigated thoroughly. [151] Although fully synthetic approaches to the aminoglycosides have been reported, [152] we believe that the diverse group of natural products that define this family offers untapped potential for the development of practical, fully synthetic routes that harness the power of modern chemical synthesis. In light of the potential for new aminoglycosides to address the growing threat of Gram-negative infections, further advances in this area would be especially welcome.
Macrolides
Since the discovery of erythromycin over 60 years ago, the macrolides have proven to be safe and effective antibiotics for the treatment of respiratory infections caused by Grampositive bacteria. Rising resistance both nosocomially and in the community has rendered older macrolides ineffective. To date, all macrolides approved or in development for use in humans are derived by linear semisynthetic modifications of erythromycin (vide supra). Analysis of more recent clinical candidates raises the question of whether semisynthesis of macrolides may be reaching its practical limits. Whereas the most recently approved macrolide, telithromycin, is manufactured from erythromycin by a linear sequence of 12 steps, the current phase III clinical candidate solithromycin requires a linear sequence of 16 steps (10 steps from the semisynthetic drug clarithromycin).
[75b] We believe, and our current research aims to demonstrate, that shorter fully synthetic sequences are feasible and extraordinarily more powerful. Thus far, four groups have reported fully synthetic routes to active macrolide antibiotics (which is to say glycosylated macrolides). [153] These pioneering investigations include classic studies in complex molecule synthesis, but it is fair to say that highly practical routes are not yet at hand.
There is great need for more effective treatments for resistant strains of S. pneumoniae (frontline treatment for which is the macrolide antibiotic azithromycin). Over 1.2 million antibiotic-resistant bacterial pneumococcal infections occur annually in the United States, causing at least 7000 deaths. [2] Molecular details of the binding of macrolides to ribosomes of pathogenic organisms have recently been revealed, [69d,e] providing a wealth of information for the design of future macrolide antibiotics. Structure activity relationships of semisynthetic macrolides, and consideration of the diversity of natural macrolides erythromycin (a 14-membered macrolactone) and tylosin (a 16-membered macrolactone), known to share a common binding site on the bacterial ribosome, [69e, 154] make clear that the macrolides are surprisingly permissive of structural variation, suggesting that there is enormous opportunity for future drug discovery. [71] What is very much needed is synthetic chemistry that will broadly enable the exploration of novel macrolides, especially with variations of the many positions of the molecule that have not previously been feasible due to the limitations of semisynthesis. Ideally, this discovery chemistry would also be scalable, to provide new drug substances in quantity by an economically viable process. These are challenging standards to meet, but we believe lie within reach in the near term.
Streptogramins
The streptogramin antibiotics are products of actinomycetes and comprise two structurally distinct subclasses (group A and group B) that act synergistically against a variety of Gram-positive bacteria, including multidrugresistant pathogens. The flagship members of this class are virginiamycin M 1 (group A, also known as pristinamycin IIA, osteogrycin A, mykamycin A, vernamycin A, and PA114a) and virginiamycin S 1 (group B, also known as pristinamycin IA). The virginiamycins are poorly soluble in water, making them poor candidates for intravenous formulations. Semisynthetic engineering at Rhône-Poulenc led to the development of dalfopristin and quinupristin, [155] which had greatly increased water solubility while maintaining synergistic activity, and these were approved as a combination intravenous therapy for the treatment of vancomycin-resistant E. faecium in 1999 under the trade name Synercid. Both group A and group B streptogramins inhibit protein synthesis by binding to the 50S subunit of the bacterial ribosome, and exhibit bactericidal activity when used together, usually in a 70:30 ratio (A:B). The molecular mechanism of binding and the origin of the synergistic effect have been elucidated through high-resolution crystal structures of these antibiotics bound to the ribosomes of H. marismortui and D. radiodurans. [69a,b, 156] This more complete understanding of the binding mode of the streptogramin antibiotics, which has only arisen in the past decade, provides vital insights for molecularlevel drug design. Practical, de novo syntheses of the streptogramin subclasses based on these insights would enable access to analogs to overcome developing resistance. [157] Some progress has already been made to this end: fully synthetic routes to group A [158] and group B [159] streptogramins have been reported, but improvements would be necessary to access large numbers of analogs or to achieve commercial scalability.
Ansamycins
The ansamycin natural product rifamycin SV was isolated from a soil sample from the French Riviera in 1957, and was found to be extremely active against Gram-positive and, to a lesser extent, Gram-negative bacteria. [160] After two years of semisynthetic work, Piero Sensi and collaborators at the Dow-Lepetit Research Laboratories developed rifampicin (also known as rifampin), an analog suitable for use in humans that was launched in 1967 for treatment of tuberculosis. [161, 162] The rifamycins bind to bacterial RNA polymerase and prevent extension of RNA through a steric occlusion mechanism, and high-resolution crystal structures of rifampicin bound to its target have been published. [163] Resistance develops very quickly to this class of antibacterials, primarily due to mutations in the target that affect the binding site, and for this reason use of rifampicin is restricted to combination tuberculosis therapy and for prophylaxic treatment for Neisseria meningitides. [164] Future drug design in the rifamycin class, informed by detailed knowledge of target binding and resistance mechanisms, could greatly benefit from a versatile, scalable, fully synthetic platform. Thus far, the pioneering synthetic work of the Kishi group (1980), followed in 1990 by a synthesis reported by the Tatsuta group, stand as the only fully synthetic routes to rifamycins. [165] 5.7. Abyssomicins Abyssomicin C was reported in 2004 and was found to inhibit growth of a number of antibiotic-resistant pathogens including MRSA and VRSA by interfering with bacterial paminobenzoic acid production (part of the tetrahydrofolate synthesis pathway). [166] Fermentative production of abyssomicin C has not yet succeeded in producing quantities that would be necessary for commercialization. The density of sensitive functional groups within the abyssomicins renders them difficult targets (the Sorensen, Nicolaou, and Saicic groups have reported fully synthetic routes). [167] Though extremely challenging, a platform solution for the synthesis of abyssomicins (broadly defined) would be a welcome advance.
Glycopeptides
The glycopeptide natural product vancomycin remains a critical component of the modern antibacterial arsenal for the treatment of serious infections caused by Gram-positive bacteria, including MRSA. The glycopeptides disrupt bacterial cell-wall biosynthesis, by increasingly well-understood mechanisms. [168] The emergence of vancomycin-resistant enterococci (VRE) and vancomycin-resistant Staphlococcus aureus (VRSA) has stimulated development of next-generation semisynthetic antibiotics in this class: telavancin (Theravance Inc., approved in 2009), [169] oritavancin (originally developed by Robin Cooper and collaborators at Eli Lilly, [170] currently owned by The Medicines Company, approved by the FDA in May 2014), [171] and dalbavancin (originally developed by Gianpaolo Candiani and collaborators at Biosearch Italia, [172] currently being developed by Durata Therapeutics, phase III). [173] Extraordinary efforts focused on the development of fully synthetic routes to glycopeptide antibiotics have led to highly innovative solutions by the Evans, [174] Nicolaou, [175] and Boger [176] groups. In an impressive series of follow-up studies, the Boger group designed and synthesized a number of fully synthetic vancomycin analogs, one of which exhibited a 2000-fold increase in potency Antibacterial Drug Discovery Angewandte Chemie compared to vancomycin in a multidrug-resistant strain of E. faecalis. [177] The mannopeptimycins were first isolated from a strain of Streptomyces hygroscopicus in the 1950s, but were not further explored until the early 2000s when Wyeth re-investigated shelved fractions of their own natural product collection that had previously been discarded due to a narrow spectrum of activity. [178] These glycopeptide antibiotics target the membrane-bound precursor lipid II, but bind at a different location than vancomycin, and are effective against vancomycinresistant strains. [179] Semisynthetic modifications have enabled the development of analogs with improved safety and increased activity. [180] The sheer size of the glycopeptides, their high degree of concatenation, and attendant issues of atropisomerism conspire to define targets that may lie beyond practical largescale synthesis; however, in light of the successes of pioneering investigators, perhaps the challenge should no longer be considered insurmountable.
Depsipeptides
Depsipeptide antibiotics comprise polypeptides that contain one or more ester linkages. Ramoplanin, a structurally complex member of this class, successfully completed phase II clinical trials in 2006 for C. difficile-related diarrhea (where its lack of oral bioavailability is an advantage), but further clinical evaluation has not been reported. [6] Structural optimization of this class for systemic application could greatly expand its utility. Boger and Walker employed a fully synthetic approach to prepare ramoplanins and developed biochemical assays to probe the role of each amino acid residue in the binding of ramoplanin to its molecular targets, the cell-wall biosynthesis precursors Lipids I and II. [181] The depsipeptide natural product daptomycin, developed at Eli Lilly [182] and licensed to Cubist Pharmaceuticals, was approved in 2003 and marketed under the trade name Cubicin for the treatment of serious infections caused by Grampositive bacteria, including MRSA, VRSA, and VRE. [183] Daptomycin is bactericidal by a unique mode of action: it inserts into the bacterial cell membrane and forms aggregates that cause cell wall and cell membrane defects, leading to cell death. [184] The molecular size and complexity of daptomycin has limited the number of analogs accessible by semisynthesis, [185] the range of which has been supplemented by chemoenzymatic synthesis [186] and genetic engineering of the biosynthetic pathway. [187] Recently, the Li group reported the first fully synthetic route to daptomycin by using a combination of solid-and liquid-phase peptide synthesis. [188] 
Moenomycin
The Kahne and Walker groups have developed a fully synthetic route to the complex natural product moenomycin A (an extremely potent antibiotic that disrupts cell-wall biosynthesis, but whose poor oral bioavailability and long serum half-life render it unsuitable for clinical use). [189] They also employed a chemoenzymatic route to synthesize truncated moenomycin analogs, enabling identification of other compounds capable of binding to bacterial peptidoglycan glycosyltransferases (the target of moenomycin). [190] The moenomycin class of antibiotics represents a substantial challenge for platform synthesis, but the pioneering studies by the Kahne and Walker groups suggest that such an approach could be a reasonable path forward.
Lantibiotics
The lantibiotics are polypeptide antibacterials that are internally crosslinked with one or more lanthionine residues, each comprising two alanine units connected by a thioether at their b-carbons. This class of antibiotics has found widespread use in food preservation, and two distinct modes of action for the lantibiotics have been characterized: inhibition of cellwall biosynthesis, [191] and aggregation with Lipid II to form pores in the cell membrane. [192] Novacta Biosystems and Wellcome Trust have developed a lantibiotic, NVB302, that is currently undergoing phase I clinical trials for infections of the gut caused by C. difficile. [6] The recent chemical syntheses of the lantibiotics reported by the van der Donk and Vederas groups are highly noteworthy contributions and will undoubtedly prove informative in further optimization of the class and evasion of known modes of resistance and inactivation, such as oxidation of the sulfur-linked lanthionine residues. [193] 6. Outlook Alexander Fleming presciently predicted in 1948 that virtually no antibiotic that humans develop would be impervious to the power of evolution; bacteria, with doubling times of minutes to hours, have a decided advantage in the contest. A prudent society would strive to restock the armamentarium of antibiotics and would recognize that this will likely require continuous effort, certainly for decades in the foreseeable future. It is conceivable that mankind will one day regain the upper hand in the battle against infectious disease, but premature declarations of victory now seem absurd: "It is time to close the book on infectious disease, declare the war on pestilence won and shift national resources to such chronic problems as cancer and heart disease." (William Stewart, U.S. Surgeon General, 1969.) [194] As we consider strategies for the discovery of new medicines to treat infections caused by multidrug-resistant bacteria, we should not abandon the core scientific approaches that have produced our current armamentarium of antibiotics. Although much of the "low-hanging fruit" in certain classes of antibacterials may have already been harvested, this does not mean that chemical synthesis has suddenly become a blunt tool in antibiotics discovery and development. New compound classes, new antibacterial targets, and wholly original approaches to antibiotics discovery will always be desirable, but we must also be guided by what has worked in the past. Are there lessons to be drawn from the antibiotics that arose during the past several hundred million years of natural selection? We believe that nature has both shown us primary targets, the ribosome and the bacterial cell wall (natural inhibitors of RNA polymerase, DNA gyrase, and tetrahydrofolate biosynthesis also occur), and provided the lead matter to pursue them. These "old" antibacterial targets may be less fashionable than new targets (the quest for which has been famously unsuccessful), [7k, 195] but they have not become "bad" targets and if we lose focus on them we do so at our own peril. The majority of naturally occurring antibiotics are structurally highly complex molecules requiring sophisticated and energetically costly biosynthetic pathways, raising the interesting question of why such complexity evolved if simple, less costly solutions were feasible and equally viable or superior. If the question is even meaningful it is possible that its answer(s) may not be relevant to human medicine (e.g., complexity might be rooted in self-protection mechanisms of the producing strains), but intuitively it seems that we must embrace (rather than recoil from) this structural complexity in antibiotic synthesis moving forward if we are to compete successfully. The best targets and the best discovery approaches are those that work. The strategy that we advocate-the development of practical, fully synthetic routes to complex antibacterial molecules-is not a new one. It is a tried-and-tested strategy whose perceived constraints (molecular size and complexity, gestation period, scalability) need to be re-evaluated to account for the power of modern chemical synthesis. Free from out-dated constraints, we believe this approach could be applied broadly for years to come.
We conclude by raising an important question: In what environment(s) will this research take place on a scale that is likely to produce significant results? Not in the pharmaceutical industry at its current levels of antibiotics R&D funding and with likely time frames of 2 to 10 years for the development of practical, fully synthetic approaches to complex antibacterials. Certainly not in U.S. academic chemistry laboratories, facing a current pay-line of 6 % for funding from NIAID (National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases) and a prevailing mindset that practical innovations should occur only in industry. It is no coincidence that the academic pioneers of antibacterial chemotherapy-Ehrlich, Domagk, Florey, and Waksman-all had close ties with industry partners. A group of small biopharmaceutical firms shoulder the responsibility for most of the antibacterials currently in clinical development, but these few companies lack the resources to produce an entirely new pipeline by themselves. It is evident that the current problem is as much (or more) one of economics as one of science. Not infrequently, successfully launched antibiotics do not generate enough revenue to cover their research and development costs. Pricing for life-saving, curative antibiotic therapies of < 14 days duration is but a tiny fraction of that for current oncology drugs. Beyond this, if the funding system for antibiotics research is not strengthened, if the attitude that academia is not the place for practical innovations persists, and if pharmaceutical companies (and venture capitalists) refuse to prime the pump independently, then the consequences for society could be dire.
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